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ABSTRACT
Introduction. Associations between cumulative 
fluid balance and a prolonged duration of assisted 
mechanical ventilation have been described in 
adults. The aim of this study was to evaluate 
whether fluid balance in the first 48 hours of 
assisted mechanical ventilation initiation was 
associated with a prolonged duration of this 
process among children in the Pediatric Intensive 
Care Unit (PICU).
Methods. Retrospective cohort of patients in 
the PICU of Hospital Italiano de Buenos Aires, 
between 1/1/2010 and 6/30/2012. Balance 
was calculated in percentage of body weight; 
prolonged mechanical ventilation was defined 
as ≥7 days, and confounders were registered. 
Univariate and multivariate analyses were 
performed.
Results. Two hundred and forty-nine patients 
were mechanically ventilated for over 48 hours; 
163 were included in the study. Balance during 
the first 48 hours of mechanical ventilation 
was 5.7% ± 5.86; 82 patients (50.3%) were on 
mechanical ventilation for more than 7 days. 
Age < 4 years old (OR 3.21, 95% CI 1.38-7.48, 
p 0.007), respiratory disease (OR 4.94, 95% CI 
1.51-16.10, p 0.008), septic shock (OR 4.66, 95% 
CI 1.10-19.65, p 0.036), Pediatric Logistic Organ 
Dysfunction (PELOD) > 10 (OR 2.44, 95% CI 1.23-
4.85, p 0.011), and positive balance > 13% (OR 
4.02, 95% CI 1.08-15.02, p 0.038) were associated 
with prolonged mechanical ventilation. The 
multivariate model resulted in an OR 2.58, 95% 
CI: 1.17-5.58, p= 0.018 for PELOD > 10, and an 
OR 3.7, 95% CI: 0.91-14.94, p= 0.066 for positive 
balance > 13%.
Conclusions. Regarding prolonged mechanical 
ventilation, the multivariate model showed an 
independent association with organ dysfunction 
(PELOD > 10) and a trend towards an association 
with positive balance > 13%.
Key words: fluid balance, mechanical ventilation, 
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INTRODUCTION
Assisted mechanical ventilation 

(AMV) is a frequently used life-
support system which, in spite of 
its benefit, might cause damage. 
Unwanted consequences arising 
from the use of AMV are generically 

known as ventilator-associated lung 
injury,1 and were the reason for lung-
protective ventilation strategies which 
resulted in a significant mortality 
reduction among patients with acute 
respiratory distress syndrome.2,3

Another approach to decreasing 
the risk of AMV-associated damage 
is to reduce exposure time. Different 
strategies have been studied to this 
end; and, in spite of having obtained 
non-conclusive results, in different 
intensive care units, sedation and 
ventilator weaning protocols with use 
of spontaneous breathing trials are in 
place.4-8 Another outcome measure 
related to the time of exposure to 
mechanical ventilation is fluid balance.

It was shown that fluid balance 
accumulation in the first 3-7 days 
was associated with more days on 
AMV among adult patients with acute 
pulmonary injury,9,10 and also to a 
higher mortality rate in patients with 
sepsis11,12 and with acute respiratory 
distress.13

In children, it was shown that 
the balance accumulated in the first 
72 hours was associated with more 
days on AMV in patients with acute 
lung injury14,15 and in those in the 
cardiovascular postoperative period.16 
A cumulative balance higher than 15% 
of the body weight was demonstrated 
to be associated with impaired 
oxygenation and prolonged AMV.17

What  this  s tudy is  t rying to 
demonstrate is if the association 
between fluid balance and prolonged 
AMV can be established with data 
corresponding to the first 48 hours of 
having started mechanical ventilation 
and is not limited to a subset of 
patients.

Therefore,  the objective is to 
evaluate whether fluid balance in the 
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first 48 hours of assisted mechanical ventilation 
initiation is associated with a prolonged duration 
of this process in the general population of 
patients hospitalized in the Pediatric Intensive 
Care Unit (PICU) of Hospital Italiano de Buenos 
Aires (HIBA). The secondary objective is to 
determine if there are other outcome measures  
–age, sex, decision to initiate AMV, Pediatric Index 
of Mortality 2 (PIM2), Pediatric Logistic Organ 
Dysfunction (PELOD), hypoxemic respiratory 
failure, and cardiovascular failure– associated 
with the same event.

POPULATION AND METHODS 
Setting

The PICU at HIBA is a multidisciplinary 18-
bed unit which is part of a university general 
hospital. Seven hundred to seven hundred and 
fifty children are hospitalized annually; 25%-30% 
undergo AMV. In this unit, the type of conditions 
and situations managed are quite different, like 
post-transplant, complex post-operative period, 
cancer patients, and prevalent conditions.

Design
Retrospective cohort

Study period
From January 1st, 2010 to June 30th, 2012.

Population
Inclusion criteria: on AMV for over 48 hours 

and age under 18 years old.
Exclusion criteria: patients who had received 

renal function replacement therapy, burn patients, 
patients on home-AMV, patients on AMV before 
being admitted to the PICU, infants under 30 days 
of life, and patients whose medical records had 
incomplete information.

Data collection instruments
As data source, the electronic medical record 

and an administrative database were used to 
register hospital length of stay and AMV duration.

A form especially designed for this study was 
used to collect data of included patients.

Outcome measure operationalization
Fluid balance

It is calculated by the difference between the 
total amount of fluid administered and the sum 
of all the losses experienced during the first 48 
hours of AMV: It is expressed in percentage of 
the patient’s body weight as per the following 
formula:17,18 

(fluid input − fluid output)/body weight x 100.

To calculate fluid balance, the patient’s weight 
is measured upon admission, and insensible 
losses are disregarded because in all ventilated 
patients active humidification and heating 
systems are used.17,18

Prolonged mechanical ventilation
In the bibliography, different terms are used 

to define prolonged mechanical ventilation 
(PMV): ≥ 48 hours,19 ≥ 96 hours,20 ≥ 7 days,21,22 and 
≥ 21 days.23 

In this study, it was considered that PMV was 
the AMV period equal to or longer than 7 days.21,22

Fluids administered
The fluid volume calculated by the Holliday 

formula is called 100% and, in reference to this 
value, it reports the volume of administered fluid.24

Decision to initiate assisted mechanical ventilation
R e p o r t e d  a s  d i a g n o s t i c  c a t e g o r i e s : 

neurological, cardiovascular, respiratory, liver 
conditions, sepsis, and others.

Pediatric Index of Mortality 2 (PIM2)
Score that estimates mortality risk in the 

intensive care setting from data collected at the 
time of PICU admission, validated in our setting.26

Pediatric Logistic Organ Dysfunction (PELOD)
This score assigns points to each organ that 

fails according to severity, and then is summed up 
in a score corresponding to the sum of individual 
scores.27 It was validated in Europe and Canada,28 
and in our setting.29

Hypoxemic respiratory failure
Defined as PaO2/FIO2 < 200 in absence 

of cyanotic heart disease or left ventricular 
dysfunction.30-33

Cardiovascular failure
Defined as arterial  hypotension (< 5th 

percentile for the age) or the need to use 
vasoactive drugs (dopamine, epinephrine, 
norepinephrine at any dose).30,31

Other outcome measures
Age, sex, weight, baseline disease, AMV as 

part of the post-operative management, PaO2/
FIO2, days of hospitalization, and mortality in 
the PICU.
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Statistical analysis
Outcome measure characterist ics  and 

distribution were analyzed, and means and 
standard deviations, medians, inter-quartile 
ranges, or proportions were used.

A  u n i v a r i a t e  a n a l y s i s  b e t w e e n  e a c h 
independent outcome measure and the dependent 
AMV outcome measure  was  conducted. 
Dichotomous outcome measures were introduced 
in the same way; categorical outcome measures 
were transformed into dummies, and continuous 
outcome measures were transformed into 
dichotomous ones. To this end, the frequency 
of PMV was investigated in its quintiles, cut-off 
points in the ROC curve were analyzed and, in 
some outcome measures (PIM2, PELOD), it was 
clinically defined.

Outcome measures with a p < 0.20 were 
manually introduced in the multivariate model. 
The only outcome measures that remained were 
those that improved predictive ability, were 
significantly associated with the event, or were 
considered clinically relevant. The relationship 
between independent outcome measures and the 
number of events was 1 to 10.

I n  t h e  f i n a l  m o d e l ,  c a l i b r a t i o n  a n d 
discrimination were evaluated. The former, by 
the Hosmer-Lemeshow in deciles of risk, and the 
latter, by the area under the ROC curve. Overall 
calibration with a p > 0.05 and a discrimination 
with an area under the ROC curve > 0.7 were 
considered adequate.34 

The statistical analysis was performed with the 
Stata 9 software, Statacorp, Texas.

Ethical considerations
The study was approved by the Research 

Protocol Evaluation Committee of HIBA. Taking 
into account the characteristics of its design, it 
was defined that it was not necessary to obtain 
the informed consent. Data were managed 
in agreement with the Protection of Personal 
Information Act (National Law Nº 25326).

RESULTS
During the study period, 1655 patients were 

admitted to the PICU; 249 remained on AMV for 
over 48 hours and 163 were included in the study 
(Figure 1).

The characteristics of the population are 
summarized in Table 1. The median (25-75) age of 
this population was 1.2 years old (0.4-3.3); they 
received in the first 48 hours of AMV initiation, a 
mean (±SD) of 123.2% (±40.11) of fluids; and had 

a balance mean (±SD) of 5.7% (±5.86) of the body 
weight. As far as AMV, 50.3% of patients were 
connected to the ventilator for more than 7 days.

The univariate analysis showed that the 
age younger than 4 years old (OR 3.21, 95% CI: 
1.38-7.48), respiratory disease (OR 4.94, 95% CI: 
1.51-16.10), septic shock (OR 4.66, 95% CI: 1.10-
19.65), PELOD > 10 ( OR 2.44, 95% CI: 1.23- 4.85), 
and positive balance > 13% of the body weight 
(OR 4.02, 95% CI: 1.08-15.02) were associated with 
PMV (Table 2).

The multivariate model indicated that 
PELOD > 10 (OR 2.58, 95% CI: 1.17-5.58) remained 
independently associated with the event and the 
outcome measures of interest; positive balance 
> 13% showed a trend towards the association 
with PMV (OR 3.7, 95% CI: 0.91-14.94) (Table 3).

The model adjustment was adequate. The 
Hosmer-Lemeshow test resulted in a p > 0.05 
(p = 0.3648) and the number of events observed 
and estimated by the model in each decile of risk 
is summarized in Table 4. 

The model discrimination estimated by an area 
under the ROC curve was 0.73 (95% CI: 0.65-0.80).

DISCUSSION
The study shows, through the univariate 

analysis, that in a general population of patients 
hospitalized in the PICU of HIBA, in the first 48 
hours of AMV initiation, five outcome measures 
are statistically significantly associated with PMV: 

Figure 1. Flow of patients

Hospitalized: 1655

Ventilated: 422 (26%)

Selected 
(AMV > 2 d.): 249

Included: 163

   Excluded: 86

Renal function 
replacement therapy: 24. 

Age < 30 days old: 24. 

AMV before PICU: 20.

Age > 18 years old: 7. 

Missing data: 5. 

Home-AMV 4. 

Others (burn,  
trauma, etc.): 2.

AMV: assisted mechanical ventilation.
PICU: Pediatric Intensive Care Unit.

g
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age < 4 years old, respiratory disease and sepsis 
as a decision to initiate AMV, organ dysfunction 
defined as PELOD > 10, and positive balance 
> 13% of the body weight.

The multivariate analysis reflects that only 
one of these outcome measures is independently 
associated with PMV, PELOD > 10. The outcome 
measure of interest, positive balance > 13%, remains 
close to reaching statistical significance, with an 
OR= 3.7, a p= 0.066, and a broad 95% CI (0.91-14.94).

These results are interpreted as a trend 
that fluid balance in the first 48 hours of AMV 
initiation is associated with more days of 
mechanical ventilation. The p value and the broad 
CI might indicate that statistical significance is 
not reached given that there is a small number 
of patients with a positive balance greater than 
13% of the body weight (n= 16). The cut-off 
point of the balance outcome measure to treat 
it dichotomically comes from the analysis of the 
frequency of PMV in the quintiles of the outcome 
measure and the analysis of the ROC curve.

Table 2. Univariate analysis: Outcome measure dependent 
on prolonged mechanical ventilation (n= 163; events: 82)

Outcome measure OR P 95% CI

Age <4 years old  3.21 0.007 1.38-7.48
Male sex 1.18 0.586 0.64-2.19
Decision to initiate AMV   
 Cardiovascular 2.92 0.074 0.90-9.49
 Respiratory 4.94 0.008 1.51-16.10
 Liver 2.03 0.308 0.51-7.99
 Others 1.52 0.560 0.36-6.35
 Septic shock 4.66 0.036 1.10-19.65
PIM2 > 5 0.82 0.573 0.42-1.61
PELOD > 10 2.44 0.011 1.23-4.85
Post-operative AMV 0.59 0.100 0.31-1.10
Hypoxemic respiratory failure 1.01 0.952 0.53-1.92
PaO2/FIO2 0.99 0.175 0.99-1.00
Cardiovascular failure 1.48 0.231 0.77-2.81
Fluids > 160 BNs  1.44 0.351 0.66-3.12
Positive balance > 13% weight 4.02 0.038 1.08-15.02 

AMV: assisted mechanical ventilation; BNs: baseline needs; 
PMV: prolonged mechanical ventilation; OR: odds ratio;  
CI: confidence interval; PIM2: pediatric index of mortality 2; 
PELOD: pediatric logistic organ dysfunction score.

Table 3. Multivariate analysis: Outcome measure dependent 
on prolonged mechanical ventilation (n= 163; events: 82)
 
Outcome measure OR P 95% CI
Pos. bal. > 13% 3.70 0.066 0.91-14.94
Age < 4 years old  2.30 0.088 0.88-6.04
Decision to initiate AMV    
 Cardiovascular 1.39 0.615 0.37-5.18
 Respiratory 3.03 0.097 0.81-11.23
 Liver 2.01 0.380 0.42-9.46
 Others 0.92 0.918 0.19-4.42
 Septic shock 3.44 0.116 0.73-16.10
PIM2 > 5 0.68 0.365 0.30-1.55
PELOD > 10 2.58 0.018 1.17-5.68

Pos. bal.: positive balance;  
AMV: assisted mechanical ventilation; OR: odds ratio;  
CI: confidence interval; PIM2: pediatric index of mortality 2;  
PELOD: pediatric logistic organ dysfunction score.

Table 1. Characteristics of the studied population: n= 163

Outcome measure Summary metric

Age in years, median (25–75) 1.2 (0.4–3.3)
Weight in kg, median (25–75) 8.8 (5.5–13)
Male sex, n (%) 86 (52.7)
Underlying disease, n (%) 146 (89.6)
Decision to initiate AMV  
 Respiratory, n (%) 47 (28.83)
 Cardiovascular, n (%) 45 (27.61)
 Neurological, n (%) 19 (11.66)
 Liver, n (%) 19 (11.66)
 Septic shock, n (%) 16 (9.82)
 Others, n (%)  17 (10.43)
PIM2, mean (±SD)  6.74 (±13.12)
PELOD, median (25–75) 12 (2–12)
Post-operative AMV, n (%)  70 (42.9)
PaO2/FIO2, mean (±SD) 178.6 (±94.85) 
Hypoxemic respiratory failure, n (%) 103 (63.1)
Cardiovascular failure, n (%) 104 (63.8)
Days of AMV, median (25–75) 8 (5–16)
Hospitalization days, median (25–75) 18 (11–31)
Fluid during the first 48 hours with AMV  
in % of BNs, mean (±SD) 123.2 (±40.11)
Balance during the first 48 hours with AMV  
in % of weight, mean (±SD) 5.7 (±5.86)
Prolonged AMV, n (%) 82 (50.3)
Mortality, n (%) 16 (9.8)

AMV: assisted mechanical ventilation; BNs: baseline needs; 
PIM2: pediatric index of mortality 2;  
PELOD: pediatric logistic organ dysfunction score;  
SD: standard deviation.

Arikan studied the association between 
the balance and the duration of mechanical 
ventilation in a retrospective cohort of 80 pediatric 
patients who were on AMV for over 24 hours. 
In this population, it was shown that those who 
had a positive balance greater than 15% of the 
body weight were on the ventilator for a longer 
time. This threshold is similar to the cut-off point 
chosen in this study to dichotomically treat the 
balance outcome measure.17
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Other pediatric studies reported associations 
between balance and AMV duration. Cumulative 
fluid balance at 72 hours from acute lung injury 
diagnosis was associated with a higher mortality 
in the study by Flori,14 and to a lower number 
of ventilator-free days.15 The current study is 
consistent with these reports. The univariate 
analysis shows that there is an association 
between balance and PMV, and unlike the former 
studies, it extends to the first 48 hours of AMV 
initiation and does not limit it to the population 
of patients with acute lung injury.

However, the multivariate model showed that 
only the organ dysfunction outcome measure 
(PELOD > 10) was independently associated with 
PMV, and that the outcome measure under study 
only showed a trend towards the association with 
the event.

Two explanations are proposed for these 
findings.

The first one is, that there truly is an association 
between balance and PMV, regardless of the other 
outcome measures included in the model, but this 
does not reach statistical significance, given the 
small number of patients with a positive balance 
> 13% (n = 16). In line with this trend of thought, it 
would be reasonable to consider that, by controlling 
fluid balance with the administration of diuretics or 
hemofiltration techniques, the time of exposure to 
AMV could be diminished.

The second explanation is that there is not a 
true association between balance and PMV; the 
single outcome measure independently associated 
with PMV is organ dysfunction (PELOD > 10). 
The trend observed between fluid balance and 

Table 4. Events observed and estimated in deciles of risk 
(Hosmer-Lemeshow)

Decile Estimated Observed Estimated Observed Estimated Total
 p model  PMV PMV No PMV No PMV

1 0.2375 2 3 15 14 17
2 0.3171 7 4.9 10 12.1 17
3 0.3748 5 5.1 10 9.9 15
4 0.4669 8 7.5 9 9.5 17
5 0.5384 5 8.6 12 8.4 17
6 0.5506 17 17 14 14 31
7 0.6322 0 0.6 1 0.4 1
9 0.7264 25 22.3 7 9.7 32
10 0.9076 13 12.9 3 3.1 16

PMV: prolonged mechanical ventilation.

PMV might correspond to a certain degree of 
colinearity between balance and PELOD. Thus, 
the balance outcome measure could be considered 
as a surrogate endpoint of organ dysfunction and 
disease severity. This reasoning has biological 
plausibility since those who are more severely ill 
have a greater possibility of being on AMV, and 
tend to receive a larger amount of fluid and have 
more difficulties to remove it.

The best approach to deal with this uncertainty 
would be to conduct a randomized clinical trial 
comparing different fluid management strategies 
in different groups of ventilated pediatric 
patients, similar as far as AMV management and 
the severity of their clinical condition.

This study has certain l imitations.  I ts 
retrospective character does not allow to ensure 
that fluid administration and AMV strategies 
used in the studied population were similar; the 
fact that this strategy has been implemented in 
only one PICU determines that findings cannot 
be extrapolated to other units; the presence of 
potential non-studied or unknown confounders 
that would eventually modify the power of 
association between the study outcome measure 
and the event; the small number of patients 
with positive balance > 13% of the body weight 
(n = 16), which would account for a value 
close to statistical significance obtained in the 
multivariate model; and finally, the overlooking 
of insensible losses when calculating balance 
given that they are considered as minimal losses 
when patients are in a setting with controlled 
temperature and are ventilated with systems of 
active humidification.

CONCLUSION
In the first 48 hours of AMV initiation, in 

a general population of patients hospitalized 
in the PICU of HIBA, the multivariate model 
showed a trend toward the association between 
the outcome measure in study, that is positive 
balance > 13% and PMV, organ dysfunction 
evaluated by PELOD score, and staying on the 
ventilator for over 7 days. n
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